SEARCH & RESCUE

ThirdEye Systems

making systems smarter
In an event of disaster, rapid response is the leading motive, finding survivals in a chaotic environment, sometimes unconscious, is a great and critical challenge for Search & Rescue teams, to find survival within less than 72 hours in a large scale area that was changed completely due to a flood, earthquake or any disaster, it’s very hard task. Surviving chances are decrease due to the unknown area that rapidly changes.

*ThirdEye System*s autonomous system will allow you to increase abilities of scanning large scale, difficult and changing terrain area, the system independently analyze abilities will locate and indicate in real time on survivals and designated objects in floods, ruins, fire, and more.

**SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:**

- Fast deployment and operation
- Area Dominance- adaptable for the mission-mechanical and software wise
- All the data flow to one source- location, other forces location, scanning areas, status, maps
- Function by mission- security distance, classification category, object classification precision
- Off-line mode
- Operator can active few tools simultaneously
- covers 500,000 m² in 1-hour flight
- Autonomous planned mission
- Increase situational awareness
- Auto geo location send to the operator